A NOTE ON STRATIFIABLE SPACES1
R. A. STOLTENBERG

1. Introduction.
The class of stratifiable spaces has been shown
to possess many important
properties (see for example [2] and [3]),
and the purpose of this note is to give two additional properties that
stratifiable
spaces have. The definitions of the terms used in this
paper are given below.
The following theorem generalizes
a result of Ceder's
[3] and
answers a question raised by Arhangel'skh
on p. 142 of [l].
1.1. Theorem.
Let v be any cardinal number. For a stratifiable
space X the following are equivalent:
(a) There is a subset of cardinality less than or equal to v which is

dense in X,
(b) Each open cover 11 has a subcover of cardinality

less than or

equal to v,
(c) Every disjoint system of open sets has cardinality
less than or
equal to v,
(d) X has a network2 of cardinality less than or equal to v.

Several versions of the following theorem have appeared in recent
years, many of them are mutually incomparable
[l, Theorems 4.34.7], [5], [6], [7, Theorem
l]. Our theorem simultaneously
generalizes results of Lasnev [6] (where X is metrizable),
Arhangel'skii
[l, Theorem 4.7] (where X has a countable
network),
and Okuyama
[7] (where X a normal (/-space).

1.2. Theorem. // X is a normal semistratifiable space andf: X—> F
is a continuous closed surjection, then F= Y'\JY" where Y' is a o-discrete subset of Y and f~1(y) is compact for each yE Y".
Let X be a topological space
to be T2). A semistratification
sequence of closed sets { P„|re
(i) UnE V„ whenever U and
(ii) Un°°_lUn=U.
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1 The author wishes to thank the referee for his helpful comments and criticisms.
2 A collection 31 is dialled a network for X if and only if for each xGXand
each
open subset U of X containing x there is JVG91 such that xE.NCZU (Compare [l]).
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A stratification
for A is a semistratification
with the additional
property:
(iii) U„°°_i Un = U where Un denotes the interior of U„.
A Tx space X is called a (semi) stratifiable space if there exists a
(semi) stratification
for X. Clearly we may assume that a (semi)
stratification
for A is increasing, i.e. U„EUn+x for each w.
It is clear from the definition that a stratifiable
space is semistratifiable
and it is easily checked that o--spaces in the sense of
Okuyama
[7] (i.e. spaces with a cr-locally finite network)
are also
semistratifiable.
Hence the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 is valid for all
stratifiable
spaces (which are automatically
normal by [3]) and for
all normal tr-spaces. The latter observation
strengthens
a result of

Okuyama

[7].

In [3] Ceder notes that (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 1.1 are equivalent whenever v Ss^o and under the same assumption
Michael proved
that (b) and (d) are equivalent. Later in [l] Arhangel'skii
observed
that (b) and (d) are equivalent for any cardinal number. When originally submitted,
this paper contained a direct (but rather lengthy)
proof of the equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) for any cardinal number.
Since then, however, R. W. Heath has succeeded in proving that
every stratifiable space is a a-space. Since the equivalence of (a), (b),
(c), and (d) is essentially trivial for paracompact
cr-spaces, Theorem
1.1 now follows immediately
from Heath's theorem and the fact that
stratifiable spaces are paracompact
[3].

2. Proof of Theorem 1.2. In a topological space A a sequence of sets
{Bn\ w= 1, 2, • • • } converges to a set B contained in A if for every
neighborhood

V of B there

is a positive

integer

n such

that

BnEV

for all «2:w0.
The following

lemma

slightly

sharpens

a result

of Lasnev

[6].

2.1. Lemma. Let X be a normal space. Ifasequence
{Bn\ n= 1, 2, • • •}
of closed subsets of X converges to a closed set B such that Bf~\Bn = 0
for each n, then C = Br\(\J7f-x Bn)~ is countably compact.
Proof.
We will show that every sequence
{xi|£ = l, 2, ■ • • }
in C has an accumulation
point. Suppose this is not so. Let
{xjfe|£= l, 2, • • • } be a sequence in C which has no accumulation
points. Then {xk\ £ = 1, 2, • • • } is a closed discrete set in X. Since X
is normal there is an open set Uk such that xkEUk for each £ and

{Uk\k = l, 2, • ■ ■ } is discrete.
that UkC\Bn^0
for infinitely
|wa|£ = 1, 2, • • • } such that

Since XiG(Un°°_iBn)~ it follows
many w. So there is a sequence
nk<nk+x and UkC\Bnk^0.
Let
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ykEUkr\B„k,

[November

then the set S = {yk\k = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ } is discrete and hence

closed in X. So X —S is an open neighborhood
of B. However, there
is no positive integer reo such that BnEX —S for re^re0 contrary to
our hypothesis. Hence our assumption that {x*|fe = l, 2, • • • } does
not have an accumulation
point is false. So C is countably compact.

Proof

of Theorem

V(y) =X—A(y).

Since

1.2. Let A(y)=f~1(y)

for each yEY

and let

V(y) is open in X there is a semistratification

{ Vn(y)\n = l, 2, • ■ • } for V(y). Let U(y, n)=X-Vn(y)

for each re

and each yEY. Clearly A(y)EU(y,
re) and hence there is an open
neighborhood 0(y, re) of y such that/-1(0(y,
re)) C U(y, re) for each re.
Let Y„= {y\y$LO(y', re) for any y'9^y in Y}. Then Yn is a discrete

subset of F for each n: LetPCF„and
let yE(V{y'\y'EB})-.
Thus
0(y, n)r\(\}{y'\y'EB})^0
and hence y'EO(y, re) for some y'EB
CFn. Thus it follows from the definition of F„ that y = y'- So F„ is
closure preserving

and thus discrete.

Let F' = U,f>_iF„ and let Y"=Y-Y'.

Suppose yEY";

then for

any re there is y„G F such that yEO(yn,
re). We first show that
^4(y)C(U,?Li A(ynk))~ for any monotone increasing sequence of positive integers
{rei|& = l, 2, • • • }. Suppose not; then there is an

xEA(y)-({J^xA(ynk))-.
Let U = X-[Vg>^A(ynt))the first positive integer such that xEUk. Clearly
= V(ynk) and hence

UnkEVnk(ynk).

and let k be
UEX —A(ynk)

Thus

f-HO(ynk, nk)) C U(ynk, nk) = X - Vnt(ynt) EXHowever,

yEO(y„k,

nk) and hence A(y)EU(ynk,

[x] E Utr\A(y)

Unk-

nk). So

E Unkn A(y) = 0,

a contradiction.
Now let V be any open neighborhood

there

is an

open neighborhood

0(y) of y such that f~l(0(y)) = U(A(y))E

V. If

there is a monotone

increasing

sequence

of A(y).

Then

{wt|fe = l, 2, • • • } of posi-

tive integers such that A(ynk)<X_U(A(y)) then U(A(y))C\A(ynk) =0
for each k. Thus U(A(y))(^(\Jkx_1A(ynk)) = 0 and hence A(y)
(t(Uk°-iA(ynk))~,
contrary
to what
was proven
above.
Thus
{^4(y„)| re = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ } converges to A(y). So it follows from Lemma
2.1 that A(y)r\((Jnx-_xA(yn))= A(y) is countably
compact in X and
hence it follows from Corollary 4.5 in [4] that A(y) is compact in X.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
We conclude this note with the following observations
on Theorem 1.2:

2.2. Remark,
an empty

(a) For each yE Y" we have that/_1(y)

interior.

This

=A(y)

follows from the proof of Theorem
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we proved
that A(y)r}(Un=i A(yn))~ = A(y) for some sequence
{y»|w = l, 2, ■ • ■ } C F where
yn^y
for any m. Hence
A(y)

C(UB"=14(y„))— \JtxA(yn)

and so A(y)» = 0.

(b) The cardinality
of Y' is less than equal to the weight v of A.
This follows from the fact that F has a network of weight v. So there
can not be a discrete set in F of cardinality
larger than v.
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